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Frequently Asked Questions 

Questions asked during the 2017-2018 Bidding Process are posted to the Smart Start of 

Henderson County website so that the same information is shared with everyone interested 

in submitting bids for Smart Start of Henderson County programs. 

 

1. Legal/policy requirements; program policies and procedures:  Would you be ok if we stated, 
please see attached Policies and Procedures Manual?  Is there anything else beyond the 
Policies and Procedures that the grant is looking for here? 

 
In the Program Implementation/Legal and policy section it is referring to the specific program 
you are applying for and any policy and procedural requirements for that specific 
program.  Some programs will have specific policies and requirements and some may not.  Some 
programs may have things CFRC has developed a manual/policies for and some may not.  If you 
have such a document and would like to reference that as an attachment that would be 
satisfactory.  If there is something that you have changed between years or may no longer be 
current in the existing policy you may want to note that in this section. 
 

2. Is the guideline Assessments seeking info about assessments we use with the families/clients 
we serve or assessments about the program? 
 
In the Program Management / Assessment section we are looking for any instrument(s) you use 
to measure / evaluate / monitor continuous quality improvement.  This could potentially include 
both client and program depending on what services and assessments are included in the model 
and/or a tool you choose to use.  As an example:  There are several choices a program could use 
to measure Parents as Teachers family progress, of which I believe at least one is required.  That 
would be an example of a model based assessment and you would identify which one(s) of them 
you will be using,  your agency may also have developed an assessment you use to evaluate the 
program or components of the program, like turnover rates or pre/post surveys to trainings, 
etc.  These are examples of what you would include if they are something you use. 
 

3. Is the guideline Community education, awareness, and involvement of program seeking info 
about how we disseminate information about our program into the community and/or how 
we link/educate our clients with resources in the community? 
 
In the Community Partnership section bullet two that you reference we are looking for how you 
disseminate info about the program into the community, provide awareness and/or have other 
partnerships involved in the program.  I would assume that linking clients to resources would be 
part of the PAT model (if that is the program your referencing) and is a required component 
written in the program guidelines somewhere else or part of the PAT program model itself.  It is 
also included as part of the data measures so I do not feel it needs to be included in this 
section.   
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4. Is the guideline “Grant Criteria and Disbursement” seeking information about how we would 
inform the community about receiving Smart Start grant funds? 
 
No – there are other areas of the contract requirements that relate to informing the community 

about their funder and how that needs to be done.  The section you reference under Program 

Implementation relates to any grants / awards / items given to some one that participates in 

your program, anything that would be given or awarded.  This would possibly apply to some 

programs but not others.  For example; many years ago we funded a program that provided 

monetary and/or supplies to child care classrooms.  Because that was provided there were strict 

requirements and criteria that went with those funds / items.  The criteria and disbursement 

information would relate to that type of situation. 

 

      5. Of the 19% required match, what percent should be cash and what percent in-kind? 

Smart Start does not require that Direct Service Providers meet the cash/in-kind breakout 

required of Smart Start by the NC General Assembly. As long as Direct Service Providers get a 

combined Cash and In-kind match of 19%, we accept that for the match requirement. This could 

change in the future if the legislature continues to increase the match amount. As of May 26, we 

are pretty confident that the match requirement is going to remain at 19% for the 17-18 Fiscal 

Year.  

The general assembly requires that Smart Start meet the 19% match with 13% cash and 6% in-

kind. 

 

 

 
 


